Correlation of centromeric heterochromatin C-band polymorphism with breeding failure in mice.
The aim of the present study was to test the hypothesis about the relation between segregation of chromosomes 14 and 18 and the deterioration of mouse fertility and vitality. The analysis was possible because C-banding on chromosome 14 and chromosome 18 of the CBA/Kw and KE strains show size polymorphism. A small sized C-band on chromosome 14 is characteristic for the CBA/Kw mice, while the KE mice show small C-bands on chromosomes 18. Thus, if fertility parameters are affected in a centromere-dependent manner, we should observe non-random inheritance of both chromosome pairs in recombinant inbred (RI) strains. The results showed statistically significant preferential segregation of chromosomes 14 and 18 with small C-bands. Most of the RI strains inherited chromosome 14 from the CBA/Kw strain and chromosome 18 from the KE strain, and did not manifest a deterioration of fertility and vitality. On the contrary, RI strains that inherited chromosomes 14 and 18 from one of the parental strains, particularly the KE strain, stopped breeding or had difficulties in producing the next generation.